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ABSTRACT

In this study, as the plasticizer, Camellia oleifera seed-oil-based cyclohexyl ester (COSOCE) was prepared by the
reaction of cyclohexene oxide and refined C. oleifera seed oil (RCOSO) obtained by acidification hydrolysis after
saponification. In addition, the structure of the target product was confirmed by Fourier transform infrared
(FTIR) spectroscopy, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, and Raman spectroscopy. COSOCE
was used as plasticizer-modified polyvinyl chloride (PVC) membranes. The structure of the COSOCE-modified
PVC membranes were characterized by Raman spectroscopy and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The prop-
erties of the COSOCE-modified PVC membrane were characterized by contact angle measurements, universal
testing machine, thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). The results
revealed that (1) The COSOCE-modified PVC membranes exhibit a good microscopic morphology. Combined
with energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) and contact angle measurement results, the COSOCE-modified
PVC membranes are confirmed to be a hydrophilic material. (2) The modified PVC membrane with 60%
COSOCE exhibited the best mechanical properties. The tensile strength reached 23.56 ± 2.94 MPa. (3)
COSOCE-modified PVC material exhibited better thermal stability, with a loss rate of less than 75% at the
end of the first decomposition stage. Compared with that of the dioctyl-phthalate (DOP)-modified PVC mem-
brane, the initial decomposition temperature of PVC was increased by 1.17°C–8.17°C, and the residual rate
was increased by 0.67%–5.75%. The carbon–carbon double bond in the COSOCE molecular structure can remove
the free radicals generated during the degradation of PVC material and slow down the decomposition rate of
PVC. In addition, the double bond can be cross-linked partially with the PVC molecular chain containing the
conjugated polyene structure, thereby increasing the movement resistance of the PVC molecular chain segment.
Hence, COSOCE can replace DOP as a PVC plasticizer.
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Nomenclature
COSOCE Camellia oleifera seed-oil-based cyclohexyl ester
RCOSO Refined Camellia oleifera seed oil
PVC Polyvinyl chloride
SEM Scanning electron microscopy
TGA Thermogravimetric analysis
DTG Derivative thermogravimetric
DSC Differential scanning calorimetry
DOP Dioctyl phthalate
DOA Dioctyl adipate
ESO Epoxy soybean oil

1 Introduction

Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) is one of the most widely used plastic products worldwide [1,2] PVC-derived
plastic products exhibit advantages such as material processability, relatively low costs, and immense
versatility [3]. However, owing to the high glass transition temperature of PVC, it is used in a brittle
glass state at the daily use temperature. To improve the mechanical and thermal properties of PVC
materials, plasticizers are added during production [4,5]. Currently, dioctyl phthalate (DOP), dioctyl
terephthalate, dihexyl phthalate, and diisononyl phthalate plasticizers are mainly used [1]. However,
conventional plasticizers exhibit slow degradation rates [6,7]. Moreover, the widely used phthalate ester
plasticizer, i.e., DOP, spreads on the material surface, which can adversely affect animals and the
environment [8]. Bio-based plasticizers with the advantages of low toxicity or non-toxicity can be used in
food packaging materials or other industries that necessitate strict safety and health requirements [9–13].
At the same time, bio-based plasticizers are derived from renewable and environmentally friendly
resources [6,14,15], these materials have become the focus of the plastic and plasticizer industry [16].

Meanwhile, plant oil has become a hot research topic in recent years due to its abundant sources and low
toxicity as well [17]. Epoxidized soybean oil (ESO) has been successfully established as a green additive,
which exhibits a dual function of a compatibilizer and a plasticizer. Dutta et al. [18] prepared PVC/rice
husk ash (RHA) nanocomposites using ESO as the green additive. The introduction of 1 phr of ESO into
the composites leads to improvement of tensile properties by 97%, flexural properties by 90%, the shore
D value by 91%, and the limiting oxygen index values (indicator for flame retardancy) by 66.6%. The
acid resistance, alkali resistance, and water vapor resistance of the nanocomposites after 168 h are 0.09,
0.11, and 0.35, respectively. Ma et al. [8] synthesized a highly branched and non-toxic plasticizer CHE-
12 derived from natural cashew shell oil by facile one-pot solvent-free synthesis. CHE-12 exhibits a toxic
dose of 5000 mg/kg; hence, it is a non-toxic plasticizer. PVC materials plasticized using CHE-12 exhibit
more superior thermal stability, plasticizing property, migration stability, and compatibility than those
plasticized with DOP. Feng et al. [19] obtained a new type of a high-stability bio-based plasticizer by a
four-step reaction using ricinoleic acid as the main raw material. Compared with those of the PVC
material plasticized using dioctyl adipate (DOA) and DOP, the initial degradation temperature of
ricinoleate-plasticized material is 40°C higher. Compared to DOA and DOP, ricinoleate exhibits better
comprehensive performance, plasticizing efficiency, mechanical properties, migration stability, and
thermostability. All of the results demonstrated that ricinoleate can be used as a substitute for DOA or
DOP, providing a new approach for the rational use of renewable resources to prepare environmentally
friendly plasticizers. Rozaki et al. [20] synthesized an oil-modified polyester to function as a plasticizer
for PVC; as a result, the glass transition temperature of PVC is reduced to 65°C on average under 20%
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load. That PVC films exhibit a higher heat stability, an increased decomposition activation energy, and a
lower toxicity than those of commercial plasticizers.

Meanwhile, Camellia oleifera Abel. is a unique edible oil woody plant with a long history in Chinese
farming culture. In 2015, the planting area of C. oleifera reached 400,000 hectares, with a seed output of
about 2.2 million tons [21,22]. C. oleifera seed oil by expelling contains a large amount of unsaturated
fatty acids; in particular, its oleic acid content is greater than 80% [22]. Benzene rings are absent, but
unsaturated double bonds are present in unsaturated fatty acids; hence, its derivatives are suitable as
plasticizer raw materials to modify PVC materials. To obtain an oil-based plasticizer of C. oleifera oil
with good properties, PVC material was modified using COSOCE as the plasticizer, and the mechanical
properties and thermal stability of the modified PVC material were investigated and compared with those
of DOP. Furthermore, the application of C. oleifera seed oil was explored using commercial C. oleifera
seed oil as the raw material, with the aim to explore the potential value of the waste generated during
production, and prepared the regenerative application and deep processing technology of C. oleifera.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Materials
Organic C. oleifera seed oil was kindly supplied by Guangdong Baohua Agricultural Science and

Technology Co., Ltd. (China). Potassium hydroxide (KOH), hydrochloric acid (HCl), and ethanol
(C2H5OH) were purchased from Tianjin Damao Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd. (China), Guangzhou
Chemical Reagent Factory (China), and Shanghai Titan Scientific Co., Ltd. (China), respectively.
Cyclohexene oxide, benzyltriethylammonium chloride (TEBAC), and tetrahydrofuran were purchased
from Shanghai Macklin Biochemical Co., Ltd. (China). DOP and polyvinyl chloride (PVC, K-value 72–
71) were purchased from Shanghai Aladdin Biochemical Technology Co., Ltd. (China). All chemicals
were used as received without further purification.

2.2 Synthesis of Refined C. oleifera Seed Oil (RCOSO)
First, 26.4 g of potassium hydroxide was blended in ethanol and poured into a conical flask containing

100 g of organic C. oleifera seed oil. Second, the mixture was maintained at ~60°C for 2 h. Next, 140 mL of a
10% HCl solution and 100 mL of ethanol were added into the conical flask, and the mixture was maintained
at 60°C for another 3 h. The mixture was left standing, and the top layer of the mixture was rotated to permit
evaporation. The solution was stored at ~110°C for 2 h in a thermostatic dry box with an air blower (Yiheng,
China), affording the RCOSO products.

2.3 Synthesis of C. oleifera Seed Oil-Based Cyclohexyl Ester (COSOCE)
In a three-necked flask equipped with a stirrer and a thermometer, 10.00 g of cyclohexene oxide, 14.70 g

of RCOSO, and 0.23 g of TEBAC were added. The mixture was maintained at ~115°C for 2 h, affording a
light yellow and viscous COSOCE. Fig. 1 shows the preparation reaction formula.

2.4 Synthesis of COSOCE-Modified PVC Membrane
According to the formulations of PVC-modified films shown in Table 1, different contents of COSOCE

were used to prepare PVC-modified films, and the plastic film prepared by the modification of PVC material
using the DOP plasticizer was used as the control.

First, a flask equipped with a stirrer was filled with PVC, plasticizer, and tetrahydrofuran. Second, the
mixture was maintained at 40°C, and PVC was slowly poured into the mixture until it completely reacted.
Next, it was placed in a thermostatic dry box with an air blower at 40°C for drying, affording the modified
PVC membrane.
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2.5 Characterization and Measurements

2.5.1 FTIR Spectroscopy
First, potassium bromide powder was placed in a tablet press and maintained at a pressure of 10 MPa for

1–2 min to prepare 0.2–0.5-mm translucent thin sections. Sample of 1/120 mass potassium bromide sheet
was coated evenly on the potassium bromide sheet and baked with a tungsten filament lamp for ~1 min.
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra of the samples were recorded in the wavenumber range of
4000–400 cm–1.

2.5.2 NMR Spectroscopy
1H NMR spectra of cyclohexene oxide, RCOSO, and COSOCE were recorded at 40�C on an AV400

spectrometer (Bruker, Germany) at a frequency of 400.13 MHz, and 13C NMR spectra were recorded at a
frequency of 100.61 MHz. Deuterochloroform (CDCl3) was used as the solvent. The chemical shift
values were referenced to the signals of CDCl3.

2.5.3 Raman Spectroscopy
Cyclohexene oxide, RCOSO, COSOCE, and modified PVC materials were placed on clean slides and

tested under a confocal Raman spectrometer (Thermo Scientific, China).

2.5.4 SEM
The modified PVC materials were sprayed with gold for 30 s, and the morphology of the samples were

observed by scanning electron microscopy (ZEISS, Germany).

Figure 1: Synthetic route of COSOCE

Table 1: Component of modified PVC materials with different formulations

Serial number PVC Tetrahydrofuran Plasticizer

DOP COSOCE

H1 3.0 g 50.0 mL 1.5 g 0.0 g

H2 3.0 g 50.0 mL 0.0 g 1.2 g

H3 3.0 g 50.0 mL 0.0 g 1.5 g

H4 3.0 g 50.0 mL 0.0 g 1.8 g
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2.5.5 EDS
The element composition of modified PVC materials were analyzed by X-ACT energy-dispersive X-ray

spectroscopy.

2.5.6 Contact Angle Analysis
The hydrophilicity of the modified PVC materials was characterized by static contact angle

measurements using a precision Kruss drop shape analyzer (Biolin, Sverige) at 25°C. The contact angle
measurements were conducted in triplicate, and an average value was obtained.

2.5.7 Mechanical Properties
Three dumbbell-shaped modified PVC samples with specifications of 4 mm × 50 mmwere prepared and

examined on a universal testing machine (Suns, China). Samples were characterized at 25°C at a rate of
10 mm/min, and the average of three temporal measurements was reported.

2.5.8 TGA
In a thermogravimetric analyzer (Mettler Toledo, USA), 3–5 mg of the modified PVC material was

heated from 30°C to 600°C under nitrogen at a heating rate of 10 °C/min.

2.5.9 DSC
For differential scanning calorimetry (TA Instruments, USA) measurements, 5–10 mg of the modified

PVC material was heated from −20°C to 110°C under nitrogen at a flow rate of 20 mL/min and a heating
rate of 10 °C/min.

3 Results

3.1 Characterization of COSOCE

3.1.1 FTIR Analysis
Fig. 2 shows the FTIR spectra of cyclohexene oxide, RCOSO, and COSOCE. From spectra a and c in

Fig. 2, the band corresponding to the epoxy groups at 965 cm−1 disappeared [1], a new band corresponding to
the hydroxyl group at 3444 cm−1 were observed [3,23,24], and the band corresponding at 1734 cm−1 was the
ester base in spectra c [24,25]. Indicating that esterification is completed. In addition, the band corresponding
to the carboxyl peak at 1712 cm−1 was observed [26–28]. The FTIR analysis results revealed that the final
product of COSOCE is successfully synthesized.

3.1.2 NMR Analysis
Figs. 3 and 4 show the 1H NMR and 13C NMR spectra of cyclohexene oxide, RCOSO, and COSOCE.

No. 0 corresponded to the solvent peak of CDCl3. In the
1H NMR spectrum of cyclohexane epoxy, the peak

at 3.02 ppm corresponded to the proton signal of the No. 1 carbon atom on the epoxy group, and the clusters
of peaks observed at 1.67–1.90 ppm and 1.09–1.39 ppm corresponded to the proton signals of the No. 2 and
No. 3 carbon atoms. Compared with them, in the 1H NMR curve of COSOCE, the proton signal of the
No. 1 carbon atom disappeared, while the proton signals of No. 2 and No. 3 carbon atoms and the
methylene on the carbon atom shifted [29]. The above results confirm the successful reaction of the
epoxy group. In the 1H NMR spectrum of RCOSO, the peak at 11.19 ppm corresponded to the proton
signal of the hydroxyl group (No. 10), and disappeared completely in the 1H NMR spectrum of COSOCE
which mean that the RCOSO was completely esterified. Infrared characterization also proves this result.
Besides, in the 1H NMR spectrum of COSOCE, the peak at 5.29 ppm corresponded to the C=C proton
signal peak (No. 4), which was consistent with the proton signal peak of the hydroxyl group. The peaks
at 2.28, 1.98, 1.58, 1.27, 0.85 ppm corresponding to the proton signals of carbon atoms Nos. 5, 6, 7, 8,
and 9, respectively. In summary, the 1H NMR analysis results of the products are consistent with the
actual structure of COSOCE.
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In the 13C NMR spectrum of cyclohexene oxide, the peak at 51.92 ppm corresponded to the signal of the
No. 1 carbon adjacent to the epoxy group, and this signal shifted toward 34.51 and 72.42 ppm. The peaks
located at 24.35 and 19.33 ppm corresponded to the carbon signals of the methylene group (No. 2) on
cyclohexene oxide, which were also shifted in the 13C NMR spectrum of COSOCE. In the 13C NMR
spectrum of RCOSO, the carboxyl group (No. 3) characteristic peak located at 180.25 ppm, and shifted
toward 174.01 ppm in COSOCE. In the 13C NMR curve of COSOCE, peaks characteristic of the double
bond (No. 4) [30], and methyl groups (No. 6) in COSOCE were observed at 129.87, and 14.04 ppm,
respectively, and the peaks observed at 22.64–34.51 ppm corresponded to the carbon signals of the
methylene group on the carbon chain (No. 5) of COSOCE. In summary, the epoxy group of cyclohexene

Figure 2: FTIR spectra: (a) Cyclohexene oxide, (b) RCOSO, and (c) COSOCE

Figure 3: 1H NMR spectra of cyclohexene oxide, RCOSO, and COSOCE
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oxide had open loop reactions, and the carboxyl group of RCOSO product an ester group. Based on the
results obtained from the 1H NMR and 13C NMR analysis of cyclohexene oxide, RCOSO, and COSOCE,
the product of RCOSO and cyclohexene oxide was COSOCE.

3.1.3 Raman Spectral Analysis
Fig. 5 shows the Raman spectra of cyclohexene oxide, RCOSO, and COSOCE. From the Raman spectra

of cyclohexene oxide (a) and COSOCE (c), peaks characteristic of the epoxide groups disappeared at 611–
989 cm–1 (gray area). In the Raman spectrum between RCOSO (b) and COSOCE (c), the peak at 1655 cm–1

corresponded to that characteristic of C=C bonds, and the new peak observed at 2934 cm–1 corresponded to
that characteristic of the ester group. According to the above analysis, COSOCE is successfully produced by
the reaction of RCOSO and cyclohexene oxide.

Figure 4: 13C NMR spectra of cyclohexene oxide, RCOSO, and COSOCE

Figure 5: Raman spectra: (a) Cyclohexene oxide, (b) RCOSO, and (c) COSOCE
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3.2 Characterization of Modified PVC Materials with Different Formulations
Fig. 6 shows the chemical structural formulas of DOP and COSOCE. The carbon ring structures were

represented by pink. DOP comprises a benzene ring as its carbon ring, while COSOCE comprises
cyclohexane as its carbon ring. The ester groups were represented by blue. DOP contains two ester
functional groups connected in a benzene ring, but COSOCE contains only one ester group. The long
carbon-chain structures were represented by red. DOP and COSOCE contain different amounts of carbon
in their ester chains, while compared to DOP, COSOCE contains a C=C bonds in its ester chain. The
results revealed that the structures of COSOCE and DOP are similar; hence, COSOCE can be used to
replace DOP for PVC plasticizing.

3.2.1 Raman Spectral Analysis
Fig. 7 shows the Raman spectra of modified PVC materials with different formulations. In the Raman

spectrum of modified PVC materials, the peak characteristic of ester was observed at 2937 cm–1 [14], and
the signal of H1 was stronger than those of H2, H3, and H4 (Fig. 7). In the Raman spectra of H2, H3,
and H4, the peaks characteristic of C=C were observed at 1654 cm–1. The Raman spectra results are
consistent with the expected results, and COSOCE at different concentrations are successfully introduced
into PVC materials.

Figure 6: Chemical structures: (a) DOP and (b) COSOCE

Figure 7: Raman spectra of modified PVC materials with different formulations
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3.2.2 SEM Analysis
Fig. 8 shows the SEM images of modified PVC materials with different formulations. By the modified

PVC materials as mixtures, those mixing degree were not the same, the compatibility between the
components were not the same, resulting different structure of them. For the above reasons, the SEM
images of them were something different. The surfaces of the modified PVC materials with four
formulations were relatively smooth (Fig. 8). The H1 surface did not exhibit any clear granular shape, but
stripe folds. H2, H3 and H4 had rough surface but uniform texture. The results revealed that the
compatibility of COSOCE with PVC is less than that of DOP, but COSOCE can be used as a plasticizer
to prepare PVC materials.

3.3 Performance Test Results of Modified PVC Materials with Different Formulations

3.3.1 EDS Analysis
Fig. 9 shows EDS images and analysis results of modified PVC materials with different formulations: C,

Cl, and O were detected in films with different formulations (Fig. 9). The O content of modified PVC
materials prepared using the COSOCE plasticizer was less than that using DOP (H1: 8.07%). Specific
data were as follows: The O contents of H2, H3, and H4 were 3.63%, 5.28%, and 4.05%, respectively.
The DOP molecular structure comprised two ester groups, while only one ester group was present in
COSOCE. Therefore, the content of O in H1 is significantly greater than that in H3 in the two plasticizers
with the same addition amount, and EDS analysis results are consistent with expected results.

3.3.2 Contact Angle Analysis
Figs. 10 and 11 show the contact angle test photographs and analysis of modified PVC materials with

different formulations. The contact angles of modified PVC materials were less than 90°C (Fig. 11),
indicating that modified PVC materials with four formulations are hydrophilic materials [31]. The water
contact angles of PVC materials modified using COSOCE were less than those of PVC materials
modified using DOP, and the contact angles increased in the order of H2, H3, and H4. The contact angle
of modified PVC materials were related to the addition of COSOE, and increased with the increase of

Figure 8: SEM images of modified PVC materials with different formulations
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COSOE. It shown that the hydrophilicity of the modified PVC materials were improved, which was caused
by the introduction of more hydrophilic hydroxyl groups by the esterification reaction [32,33].

Figure 9: EDS analysis of modified PVC materials with different formulations
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3.3.3 Mechanical Properties
Fig. 12 shows the tensile test analysis results of modified PVC materials with different COSOCE Mass

ratio. The tensile strength of PVC materials modified with different COSOCE concentrations increased in the
order of H1, H4, H2, and H3; the tensile strength values were 28.19 ± 1.65, 23.56 ± 2.94, 23.15 ± 0.93, and
18.27 ± 1.93 MPa, respectively, and the corresponding elongation-at-break values were 238.01% ± 84.56%,
95.15% ± 21.84%, 74.77% ± 22.25%, and 79.77% ± 8.91%, respectively. The results revealed that the PVC
materials modified with DOP were better than COSOCE. However, COSOCE is a bio-based plasticizer,
which has the function of green environmental protection, and it improves the mechanical properties of
PVC to some extent. Although the overall mechanical properties are not as good as those of DOP. When
PVC is applied with low mechanical properties, but requires environment-friendly plasticizer, it has
potential application scenarios.

Figure 10: Photographs of the contact angles of modified PVC materials with different formulations

Figure 11: Contact angle analysis of modified PVC materials with different formulations
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3.3.4 TGA
Figs. 13 and 14 show the TG curves and derivative thermogravimetric (DTG) curves of PVC films with

different formulations, respectively, and Table 2 shows the characteristic parameters of the curves. As can be
observed in Figs. 13 and 14 and Table 2, the mass loss ratios of H2, H3, and H4 were less than that of H1, and
their residual rates were greater than that of H1 within the range of 30°C–600°C, and decreasing by 3.90%–

5.75% at 600°C. The data revealed that PVC material modified using the COSOCE plasticizer exhibits better
heat resistance. At 30°C–180°C, the modified PVC materials did not exhibit mass loss; hence, in this
temperature range, the four modified PVC materials exhibit stable thermal performance. The temperature
range of 180°C–400°C corresponded to the first decomposition stage of modified PVC materials, at
which thermal decomposition was more rapid, with a higher mass loss. The WP1 (Mass ratio lost at the
end of the first decomposition stage) of H1 was greater than 75%, reaching 78.00%, while those of H2,
H3, and H4 were less than 75%, decreasing by 5.87%–11.27%. The rapid decomposition of the modified
PVC materials in the first stage was mainly related to the formation of HCl after the dissociation of the
C–Cl bond. At the same time, the double bond formed on the PVC chain induced the dissociation of
several C–Cl bonds, forming a polyene structure and generating a large number of macromolecular free
radicals and Cl atoms. The above two reasons caused the continuous decomposition of the modified PVC
materials [34]. The temperature range of 400°C–560°C corresponded to the second thermal
decomposition stage, which was mainly attributed to the cross-linking of the polyene structure and
decomposition of carbon residues [34,35].

Figure 12: Mechanical properties of modified PVC materials with different formulations

Figure 13: TGA curves of modified PVC materials with different formulations
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As can be observed from Table 2, the T5 and T10 of COSOCE-plasticized PVCmaterials decreased in the
order of H2, H4, and H3, which were 1.17°C–8.17°C and 6.51°C–10.34°C greater than those of H1,
respectively. This may be related to the synergistic effect of the molecular volume and COSOCE
structure on the orientation of functional groups in PVC materials.

Among the modified PVC materials with different formulations, the TP1 of COSOCE-modified PVC
materials decreased in the order of H4, H2, and H3, which were 7.33°C–9.33°C less than that of H1. The
VP1 of the modified VC materials decreased in the order of H4, H3, and H2, which were 0.07%/°C–
0.17%/°C less than that of H1.

In conclusion, the thermal stability of PVC modified using COSOCE is better than that using DOP, and
the thermal stability of 60% COSOCE is better. This result was possibly related to the presence of a large
amount of unsaturated fatty acids in COSOCE prepared from C. oleifera seed oil, containing C=C double
bonds [36]. In the first thermal decomposition stage, the free radicals generated during the degradation of
PVC materials are removed by the C=C double bonds, which slowed down the continuous decomposition
rate of PVC materials [19,31,34,37]. In the second decomposition stage, a partial cross-linking reaction
occurred with the PVC molecular chain containing the conjugated polyene structure, which increased the
movement resistance of the PVC molecular chain segment. Owing to the aforementioned reasons, the
thermal stability of PVC materials is improved.

3.3.5 DSC Analysis
Fig. 15 shows DCS curves of modified PVCmaterials with different formulations. As can be observed in

Fig. 15a glass transition temperature and decomposition exothermic peak for the modified PVC materials

Figure 14: DTG analysis of modified PVC materials with different formulations

Table 2: TGA and DTG data of modified PVC materials with different formulations

No. T5 (°C) T10 (°C) TP1 (°C) VP1 (%/°C) WP1 (%) TP2 (°C) VP2 (%/°C) Wt (%)

H1 219.00 236.66 291.00 1.28 78.00 463.17 0.23 5.24

H2 227.17 247.00 281.83 1.11 72.13 448.67 0.31 5.91

H3 220.17 243.17 281.67 1.15 72.60 442.50 0.44 7.09

H4 226.33 245.83 283.67 1.21 66.73 450.50 0.41 10.99
Note: T5: Initial decomposition temperature, that is, the temperature when the mass loss reaches 5%; T10: Temperature when the mass loss reaches
10%; TP1: Maximum decomposition temperature at the first decomposition stage; VP1: Maximum decomposition rate at the first decomposition stage;
WP1: Mass ratio lost at the end of the first decomposition stage; TP2: Maximum decomposition temperature at the second decomposition stage; VP2:
Maximum decomposition rate at the second decomposition stage; Wt: Sample residual rate at 600°C.
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with four formulations were not observed at −20°C to 110°C. The results revealed that the PVC materials
modified using synthesized COSOCE are stable and can be used at ≤100°C for a long time.

4 Conclusion

(1) PVC materials modified using COSOCE exhibited a good surface morphology. Combined with
EDS analysis and contact angle measurement results, COSOCE-modified PVC was confirmed to
be a hydrophilic material. Hence, COSOCE can be used as a plasticizer for PVC materials.

(2) The PVC material modified using 60% COSOCE exhibited the best mechanical properties, and its
tensile strength reached 23.56 ± 2.94 MPa.

(3) The mass loss ratios of H2, H3, and H4 were less than that of H1, and their residual rates were
greater than that of H1 within the range of 30°C–600°C, and decreasing by 3.90%–5.75% at
600°C. The T5 and T10 of COSOCE-plasticized PVC materials decreased in the order of H2, H4,
and H3, which were 1.17°C–8.17°C and 6.51°C–10.34°C greater than those of H1, respectively.
Hence, PVC materials modified using the COSOCE plasticizer exhibit better heat resistance and
demonstrate potential for use as a PVC plasticizer.

(4) At 20°C to 110°C, COSOCE-modified PVC materials did not exhibit a glass transition temperature
and decomposition exothermic peak; hence, it can be used at ≤100°C for a long time.

COSOCE, a natural plasticizer made from C. oleifera seed-oil, has a simple production process.
Compared with DOP, it has no obvious improvement in mechanical properties, but it has more
advantages in hydrophilicity and thermal stability. More importantly, it is green, and friendly with
biological and environmental, which is in line with the concept of green sustainable development.
Therefore, COSOCE has the potential to replace DOP.
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